Broadway Boulevard, Euclid to Country Club

Tentative Schedule and Agendas for Citizen Task Force and Public Meetings

July 18, 2012

A tentative schedule and key agenda items for CTF and public meetings is presented here. This schedule will be adjusted if necessary as the project progresses.

CTF Meeting #1

Key Agenda Items

-- Introductions
-- Project Overview (Jenn Burdick)
-- CSS Overview (Phil Erickson)

Public Meeting #1

Key Agenda Items

-- Introductions.
-- Project Overview (Jenn Burdick).
-- Workshop format discussion of three questions (paraphrased): 1) What do you like about Broadway currently? 2) What would you like to see changed? 3) What are your hopes and fears for this project?

CTF Meeting #2

Key Agenda Items

-- Establish CTF ground rules, including decision-making process (Nanci Beizer).
-- Discussion of CTF Mission Statement (Nanci Beizer).
-- Review Overview of Planning and Design Process (Mike Johnson).
-- Distribution of Listening Session Report – Overview of Themes (Phil Erickson).
-- Concept of a Project Vision and Goals Framework (Phil Erickson).
CTF Meeting #3

Key Agenda Items
-- CTF discussion of Listening Session Report results (Phil Erickson).

-- Present initial draft of Project Vision and Goals Framework. To help promote the thinking and discussion, the technical team will prepare a preliminary draft based on discussions to date which will be distributed to CTF members in advance. (Phil Erickson)

-- CTF discussion of Project Vision and Goals Framework and direction on revisions determined.

-- Discuss process for revising the Project Charter.

-- Present and discuss existing plans, studies, and data pertaining to Broadway Boulevard.

-- Present results of Traffic Analysis (Jim Schoen and PAG representative to discuss regional model if possible).

-- Present and discuss High Capacity Transit Study (Jim Schoen and PAG representative).

CTF Meeting #4

Key Agenda Items
-- Finalize CTF-recommended Project Vision and Goals Framework.

-- CTF review and discussion of proposed revisions to Project Charter and provide direction on revisions determined.

-- Initial discussion of evaluation criteria (Phil Erickson).

-- Present results of Historic Buildings Inventory Report (Laura Vertes).

-- Present results of Existing Land Use and Urban Form Assessment survey (Phil Erickson) including results of the Significant Structures Inventory survey (Phil Swaim).

-- Present and discuss plausible typical sections that reflect the intent of Project Vision and Goals Framework. This will be the first graphic illustration of various improvement concepts, and is intended start the thinking and discussion of implications and impacts of various improvement approaches (Phil Erickson).

-- Present proposed project Public Participation Plan.

Public Meeting #2

Key Agenda Items
-- Present and receive input on Existing Conditions assessment.

-- Present and receive input on CTF-recommended Project Vision and Goals Framework.
This project is funded by the City of Tucson, Pima County and the Regional Transportation Authority (RTA), and is part of the voter-approved, $2.1 billion RTA plan that will be implemented through 2026. Details about the plan are available at www.RTAmobility.com.

CTF Meeting #5  
November 15, 2012

Key Agenda Items
-- Discuss whether to revise Project Vision and Goals Framework based on public input.
-- Discuss evaluation criteria in detail. Project team will prepare a preliminary draft based on discussions to date which will be distributed to CTF members in advance.
-- Hear from communities with special needs and concerns for Broadway including for example those representing bicyclists; pedestrians; transit; disabled; property owners, commercial and residential redevelopment; and emergency services.

CTF Meeting #6  
December 13, 2012

Key Agenda Items
-- Finalize evaluation criteria
-- Overview of Acquisition/Relocation Process.
-- Initial discussion of alternatives with CTF. Determine what characteristics or combinations of characteristics that should be reflected. Alternatives will be established that represent opposing tensions to start the process of analysis and discussion that is expected to ultimately lead to a consensus position. This may include a working session with CTF members to interactively develop an initial set of alternatives.

CTF Meeting #7  
January 17, 2013

Key Agenda Items
-- Finalize evaluation criteria.
-- Present several preliminary corridor development alternatives reflecting different sensibilities as reflected in the Project Vision and Goals Framework, listening session, and discussion from the previous meeting. No analysis of these will have been made at this point.
-- Discuss alternatives with CTF noting any initial suggestions and concerns.

CTF Meeting #8  
February 21, 2013

Key Agenda Items
-- Present refined set of corridor development alternatives.
-- Present initial analysis of alternatives based on evaluation criteria.
-- Discuss results with CTF. Determine refinements to the alternatives that may be appropriate in light of the analysis.
CTF Meeting #9  March 21, 2013

Key Agenda Items
-- Present further refined set of corridor development alternatives.
-- Present evaluation of new alternative set alternatives based on evaluation criteria.
-- Present a recommended general approach for corridor development.
-- Discuss results with CTF.

We expect that by this time the CTF will be able to endorse a tentative corridor development approach. If not, additional rounds of analysis and meetings will be held until a consensus is reached. If it becomes clear that a consensus will not be achieved, more than one CTF recommendation may be forwarded to the sponsoring agencies.

Public Meeting #3  early April 2013

Key Agenda Items
-- Present and receive public input on alternatives evaluation and initial CTF endorsed corridor development approach.

CTF Meeting #10  late April 2013

Key Agenda Items
-- Review results of public input.
-- Determine if and how to revise the tentative recommendation.
-- Determine next steps and CTF meeting schedule.